


1. Snuffit is an ingenious way to recycle, using physical “litter kits” 
(collection devices) and an online platform.

Snuffit “litter kits” are free for users.

Snuffit offers rewards as incentives to further the use and return of 
the “litter kits”.

The “litter kits” are circular (they can be used repeatedly). 
When they reach the end of their product life, the material is easy to 
recycle as an SRM (Secondary Raw Material).

Snuffit is compatible with municipal recycling initiatives.

2. The economical engine of the Snuffit platform is the ability 
to collect valuable user data linked to traditional publicity and 
promotional products.

3. The collected waste is homogenous and so, can be treated as an 
SRM (Secondary Raw Material) which in itself has an economical 
value.

4. Snuffit supports local business by creating job opportunities and 
paving the way for business opportunities.

Supporting Snuffit is being GREEN

What is snuffit
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How it works  an overview
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Media buyer benefits from user data, recognition and a green public image

Distributor benefits from 
visibility and return clients

“Users of Litter kits” bene-
fits from incentives, clean lit-
ter kits and a clean conscience

Snuffit does research with 
CNR-IPCB to find best practices

Local operator. Manufacturers use the collected waste to make 
products. Job opportunities are created locally.



How it works  Smokers
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When ashtray is 
full, return to a 
dispenser at any 
distributor site. 
The butts will 
then be recycled 
rather than 
being unsightly 
waste.

Scan QR code on the back 
of the ashtray to register 
it, gather points and 
opportunities for offers 
and awards.

Make sure the ashtray 
snaps shut with a clicking 
sound to avoid foul smell 
from leaking out.

Close the ashtray lid to 
extinguish the cigarette 
butt.

Place the burning 
cigarette butt in the 
ashtray without stubbing 
it out. Stubbing out the 
cigarette might damage 
the ashtray.

Pry off the lid of the 
ashtray fully to use. 
Squeeze the can while 
turning the lid to fully 
open.

Break the dotted seal 
on the ashtray with 
fingernails to open the 
ashtray. 

Take a free 
ashtray  from 
a dispenser at 
any Distributor 
location.



Distributors form a crucial part of the Snuffit platform

-Permit display / Use of Snuffit on premises.
-Change dispenser when empty.
-Request additional dispensers when needed.
-Instruct patrons on use of Snuffit “litter kits”.
-Provide perks for smokers.

Benefits to Distributors

-Appear in Snuffit marketing material. Including map of Distributors.
-Snuffit encourages repeat customers who need to exchange their 
“litter kits” and take advantage of perks.
-Host Snuffit events to demonstrate use and value of Snuffit devices.
-Green image.

How it works  Distributors
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How it works  Media Buyers

-Media Buyer publicity placed on “litter kits” distributed to end 
users (in this case the Smokers). Media Buyers can choose from end 
user avatar labelled Distributors.

-The end user database is open for use to the Media Buyers if this 
option has been selected in the marketing tool package.

-Pricing for Media Buyers depends on the marketing package 
chosen.

1. Litter kit publicity (includes Media Buyer registration micro site).
2. Database access.
3. Snuffit media (includes local media coverage when possible).
4. Publicity follow up.
5. Label and micro site design.
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-With Snuffit actively working in the municipality the requirements 
of D.lgs. n. 221 del 28 dicembre 2015 are fulfilled on the behalf of 
Snuffit. Including free public ashtray service and information about 
damage done by cigarette butts in the environment.

-Snuffit is moving towards a locally based and staffed operative 
force, this means job opportunities. There are spin-off possibilities 
around Snuffit for small startups acting locally to process and refine 
the SRM. In the near future, when Snuffit advances to multiple litter 
types and small  size waste this will be further accentuated.

-The municipality will also enjoy a cleaner environment and the cost 
of collecting waste and cleaning up litter will be lower.

How it works  Municipalities
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Why invest  

- A virtually endless market and innovation possibilities guarantee a 
growing company and possibilities to grow investments.

-Media coverage including at Distributor premises, Snuffit events 
and other Snuffit media presense.

-Be associated with a green solution.

-The Snuffit platform can be licensed and used for a wide variety of 
litter and waste types, this means endless growth.

-Snuffit is an innovative startup and thus, investors can deduct 50% 
of their investment from their taxes.
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The Numbers  Smoking related

6 trillion cigarettes manufactured each year globally.

4.7 trillion cigarette butts thrown in the 
environment every year globally.

4500 forest fires per year in Italy alone caused by 
cigarette butts thrown in the environment.

40% of the waste in the Mediterranean sea consists 
of cigarette butts. In the Nordic countries the per-
centage is up to 80%. 

16 tons of hazardous waste yearly in Italy alone. Of 
which, heavy metals, pesticides, herbicides many 
other poisonous substances.

2000 000 000 cubic meters of water contaminated 
each year. 2 cigarette butts are enough to reach an 
LC 50 solution for small fish in 1L of water.

$4B, the estimated cost of cleaning up cigarette 
butts in the US annually. Still most of the cigarette 
butts are left behind in the environment.

Years it takes to break down the cigarette filters.  
Depending on circumstances. The toxic substances 
are leached out do not break down.

The amount of cigarette butts the Life Ammos project  
managed to remove from the sea and beaches with  
information campaigns and free portable ashtrays.

5-15

60%
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The numbers gathered are based on the pilot project in Lamezia 
Terme, ITALY (CZ). The pilot was based on very few distributors and 
with a limited possibility of exchanging the litter kits regularly.

Public and distributor response to the project was very favourable.

The Distributors were happy to provide the perks for the customers 
who registered and returned full ashtrays. In fact they asked to 
lower the amount of ashtrays in each extraction for more perks to 
be available.

The Numbers  trial stats

25% of the distributed  ashtrays registered by user.

27% of the distributed ashtrays returned to Snuffit.

2500 ashtrays distributed.

~15 cigarette butts on average in each returned ashtray.

~10125 Cigarettes collected
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SRM    secondary raw material

Snuffit continuously research how to best recycle the collected 
materials and making the process as efficient as possible together 
with CNR-IPCB.

Snuffit research how to bring value to the new types of waste. 
Anticipated, water bottle screw caps (HDPE plastic), facial masks 
(PP plastic). These materials, when sufficiently homogenous, can be 
transformed into 3d printer filament yielding high value. 
We intend to supply our satellites with a ready-to-go formula for 
the chosen material collected.

To support the collection process Snuffit work with local artists and 
designers using Snuffit SRM. The designer/artist SRM products will 
be on sale to the public.

3d printer filament made 
from bottle screw caps.
Localised small scale 
operation, micro 
investment.

Snuffit paper made from cigarette 
butts. printed with artists rendering. 
Used as gifts to friends of our cause.
Made in co-operation with CNR-IPCB
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Join us    

Snuffit is in need of clients, investors, partners, donations and staff. 

If you want to take part in making our world a better place for us all, 
please do not hesitate to contact us regarding how you can help us.

You can also support us simply by joining us for our events, learning 
how you can help in other ways and spread the word.
Look out for a Snuffit event near you on the join us section of our 
web page.

Clients
Media Buyers

Partnerships 

Know how and
Employees

Financing
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Our partners   
RESEARCH UNITS
CNR IPCB

NOVIA

MUNICIPALITIES
Platania
Lamezia Terme
San Ferdinando
Settimo Torinese

Torino

DISTRIBUTORS (free portable ashtrays)
Platany Pub (Platania)
La Madonnina (Platania)

Ai 3 Bicchieri (Lamezia Terme)
Civico 22 (Lamezia Terme)

Tabata Beach Club (San Ferdinado)
Illusion 22 (San Ferdinado)

OTHER
Protezione Civile San Ferdinado
Zero waste Lamezia Terme
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Competition    How do we differ

** Terracycle 
(US/Canada)

Ammos 
(Gr)

Green-
minded (Fr)

Cambiages-
to (It)

MeGo 
(Fr)

Snuffit
(international)

Activity type Ongoing Project 
(ended)

Ongoing 
non profit

Project 
(annual?)

Ongoing Ongoing

ECO friendly 
ashtrays *

Yes No
Mono use

Yes No
Mono use

Yes Yes

Recycling plan Yes No Yes No Yes Yes

Sensibilizzazi-
one

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Revenue 
stream

Ashtray sales EU funded Ashtray 
sales

Philip Mor-
ris owned

Ashtray 
sales

Media sales

Research ??? University 
of Patras

??? ??? ??? CNR-IPCB

Material selec-
tion

Multiple Cigarette 
butts

Cigarette 
butts

Cigarette 
butts

Ciga-
rette 
butts

Cigarette 
butts

Snuffit is better, because:

-A win win concept for all participants 
-Reusable ashtrays - Costs less, less waste
-Method of making the collected waste into and SRM researched 
with CNR IPCB
-Sensibilisation campaigns at our distributor locations
-Incentives for return of the differentiated waste (gamifying) -  
Makes the system work
-Publicity on ashtrays to pay for the activity - Free for smokers
-Distributors do not pay- Easy to find distributors for a large net-
work
-Snuffit is applicable on every type of small and micro size waste.

* Non ECO frieandly ashtrays are usually difficult to recycle and 
mono use, they become a problem waste in themselves.
**This table concerns anti-cigarette butt litter organisations only, 
please ask for competitor analysis for other types of litter.
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Forecast Snuffit
According to studies, 40% of plastic waste never enters managed 
landfill sites or plastic recycling facilities, but instead ends up in 
terrestrial and aquatic environments. The problem is that it is not 
profitable either to collect or recycle this type of waste through 
conventional means plus there are little to no incentives for the 
public to take part. 

The Snuffit platform is built up so that it can be applied to all small 
and micro size litter/waste types. 
Litter kits that work with other types of litter, such as bottle caps 
are already being designed. Snuffit litter collection is very concen-
trated, which makes it less complicated to recycle.

Independent satellites using the Snuffit platform for a yearly fee, 
and using our sourced ashtrays are opening now. Thus Snuffit is 
transitioning from a full cycle activity business model to a supplier/
franchising business model taking a more administrative/supply 
role and continuing the design/research needed.

An online Snuffit shop is also being designed. The shop features 
Snuffit SRM products as well as those from our partners, Media 
Buyers and Investors.
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Why take part
The Snuffit platform offers the possibility to gather real information 
about the market and offers Media Buyers an opportunity to gather 
information about competitors and their customers. Combined with 
taking part in a “green” action, helping to save natural resources and 
preventing the dispersion of waste in the environment.

As example: A Media Buyer sponsors “Litter Kits” collecting only  
blue bottle caps, we can now make a good estimate of the market 
share of blue bottle caps and gather user information of the blue 
bottle caps. This while presenting the users of blue bottle cap users 
to the Media Buyers brand and even offering rewards and product 
samples.
The Media Buyer can also choose to contact the users of the blue 
bottle cap offering their own product.

Snuffit is constantly developing marketing tools to fit your needs.

Snuffit is an ethically conscious enterprise.
Every part our activity has a positive impact on the social and natural 
environment. 
We ensure that our partners are noticed and rewarded for taking 
part.

Snuffit invests in local manufacturers using the Snuffit platform and 
so we will own part of a multitude of small businesses with local 
support and a potentially large revenue stream.
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SRM Partners
Waste is valuable, a very valid statement, but only if the SRM is 
cheaper to extract from a waste stream than to extract as a virgin 
raw material.

Arguably SRM has a high marketing value, but this value is difficult 
to evaluate and take into account.

Looking again at the blue bottle caps example.
By using the Snuffit platform, a producer of say 3d printer filament, 
specifically “light blue” HDPE printer filament can get paid to obtain 
their raw material. 
The only difference in production is that the raw material needs to 
be chipped, washed and dried in order to insert into the filament 
extruder, the machinery for this is a negligible investment.

SRM - Secondary Raw Material, a raw material for manufacturing 
obtained from secondary sources. As opposed to Virgin Raw 
Materials they do not use our limited natural resources.
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SRM Thank you
Thank you for taking the time to familiarise yourself with Snuffit. 
We hope that you found our innovative solution to the waste and 
litter problem interesting, and, if you are interested in taking part 
in this activity, that you contact us for further information on how 
you can help us combat the ever growing problem. Not only with 
cigarette butts but also grow our activity to include other types of 
litter and waste in the environment.

We at Snuffit wholeheartedly wish you a fabulous time in a clean 
environment like we used to know it, free from small and micro 
litter and waste.
 

Thank you again.


